32 K EYS FOR A N EW L ANDSCAPE FOR W AR
G RAHAM C OOKE - 2015 L EADER ’ S S UMMIT S ESSION 1

The following points are strategies identified as key points in a powerful teaching to the International
Body of Aglow at the conference in Indianapolis, Indiana in 2015. All should avail themselves to the
equipping that this instruction brings to the body of Aglow. We have been called for such a time as
this.

K EY 1

We are in a new landscape for waging war.

K EY 2

God is giving us more ground.

K EY 3

We are raising up people who understand the language of the Kingdom.

K EY 4

The role of Aglow leaders is to produce more warriors and champions.

K EY 5

We flow between being the army of God and the family of God.

K EY 6

Convert problems into possibilities.

K EY 7

We must move from being a household of faith to an army that takes territory.

K EY 8

Army appoints specific people to achieve the primary objective.

K EY 9

We are learning to march to a different sound.

K EY 10 We are learning to operate in a different time frame.
K EY 11 The more you upgrade, the more the laws of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus change.
K EY 12 Develop a mindset of Majesty that enables you to prosper in hostile environments.
K EY 13 We are God’s field that He is building.
K EY 14 Time frames do not wait on us.
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K EY 15 Kingdom means we adapt to a lifestyle God has chosen for us.
K EY 16 Game and LifeChangers are foundational for the larger picture of Aglow’s purpose in the
earth.

K EY 17 Aglow is changing on every level.
K EY 18 Upgrading people solves problems.
K EY 19 Your God given identity is the key to your transformation.
K EY 20 Aglow’s legacy has never changed, only our perception of that legacy.
K EY 21 We are a legacy people. Is what we are doing in line with that legacy?
K EY 22 We measure ourselves against the promises/prophecies spoken to us.
K EY 23 We do not use last year’s strategies to fight tomorrow’s battles.
K EY 24 Aglow is being reinvented as an apostolic movement.
K EY 25 We must be intentional in developing our people.
K EY 26 Aglow is moving towards a new tipping point so that we are hearing God on a new
frequency.

K EY 27 We will be resourced from our financial inheritance.
K EY 28 We are cultivating a military mindset with a new language.
K EY 29 We are leaders who can mobilize and equip others for the work of the ministry.
K EY 30 All our discussions begin from promises and prophecy. From that foundation our
objectives.

K EY 31 We are living in the overlap between our identity as the family of God and as the army of
God.

K EY 32 Learning the language to navigate the new season.
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